2006 volkswagen beetle battery

David Hobbs helped make these videos. The video above shows you how to replace the battery
in your Volkswagen Beetle. We recommend changing the battery in Volkswagens every 4 years.
Although some batteries last much longer, most batteries begin breaking down chemically after
four years, so you could experience dimmer headlights and other negative effects before you
have a dead battery in your Beetle that you need to replace. Replacing the battery in your Beetle
involves removing the terminals. When you reconnect the terminals, your radio presets are
likely to be cleared out. In some Beetles, you may need to re-enter a security code to get your
radio to work again. Check for this code in your owners manual - it will usually be either a
sticker or small card in the booklet. If you can't find it, call Volkswagen and they will give you
the code for free. In many Volkswagens, the transmission "learns" how you drive over time and
makes adjustments, so you may experience altered driving dynamics as your car re-learns your
driving style after changing the battery. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures
covering the majority of cars on the road. Do you ever get into your friend's car and notice a
bad smell? A dirty cabin air filter could be the culprit. Car companies often use the same
engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two
different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the
most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed
may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how
to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Turbo Hatchback. Share on. Full list of part and
tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on
their cars. Replace fog lights. Don't be caught in the fog with burnt out fog light bulbs. Bad
odors inside? Check this. Add antifreeze. Low coolant levels is all to common - top yours up
today. Change your cabin air filter! Dirty cabin air filter cause undue wear on your car's heater
and AC and can cause bad odors. See all videos for the Volkswagen Beetle. We have a massive
and growing video library, but we don't have everything My battery died and the manual says to
take it. My battery died and the manual says to take it to the shop. I've replaced batteries in
several other cars. Anything I should be aware of on this one? Do you. Volkswagen designed
things in to cost unsuspecting owners lots of money from doing things like that. It might not
start. If it does, it won't come out of park or off idle. You'll have to drag it skidding onto a flatbed
truck for a very expensive trip to the dealer to have some computers unlocked. If you are going
to risk replacing the battery yourself, use a memory-saver device. If you have one that plugs
into the cigarette lighter, be sure it works with the ignition switch off. I would also connect a
battery charger on the lowest setting for added safety. Was this answer. Since the system
remains live. Thomas Was this answer. Absolutely right, For any car other than a Volkswagen or
BMW. Absolutely wrong in this case. I agree completely about touching battery cables but that
is not an issue. They will already be disconnected from the battery to remove it. The nine volt
transistor battery in the memory saver can not produce enough current to cause a spark and
explosion hazard if the positive cable touches anything metal. What CAN happen is that shorts
the voltage negating the entire purpose of the unit. That will not permanently damage anything
but it WILL require a trip to the dealer. Most cigarette lighters and power outlets have 10 amp
fuses, and if the battery cable is grounded, that transistor battery can't even muster enough
current to blow those fuses. The industry standard to maintain the memories in the many
computers with the ignition switch off is a maximum of 35 milliamps,. It's real easy for the
transistor battery to deliver that. The stipulation is the ignition switch must be left off so that
sad little battery won't be asked to run the radiator fan, heater fan, fuel pump, etc. The reason I
prefer using a small battery charger is how do you get out of the car after plugging in the
memory saver? You open a door and the interior lights go on. The transistor battery can't
handle that. What about cars that have computers that need 20 minutes to go to "sleep mode"?
Those cars can draw up to three amps after you park it in the shop and turn off the ignition
switch. Do you think I'm going to fiddle around for 20 minutes before I start working on my
customer's car? You're right too about using a battery charger. I worried about sparks all the
time but today most cars have hidden batteries and remote jump-starting terminals. The
positive terminal is a long way from the battery but you still have to be careful to not let the
positive battery cable touch ground. This is way more than a radio preset issue. Every good
mechanic will record them and re-enter them as a customer satisfaction concern. A memory
saver will also maintain the short and long-term fuel trim numbers, which the owner won't even
notice if they're lost , but it also maintains the computer's memory for the adaptive learning on
Chrysler computer-controlled transmissions. Even that is not a big deal. Stuff like that gets
relearned on cars way back to the mid '80s. What we have NOT seen before is a manufacturer
purposely designing in tricks to cost owners money after the sale, and VW is one of the worst
offenders. GM is trying to catch up with some of their customer-unfriendly tricks. Another

example of VW's tricks is simply bumping the throttle under the hood with the engine running
on their extremely dangerous throttle-by-wire systems. The throttle position sensor on the
throttle body will not agree with the one on the accelerator pedal, and that will send it into
fail-safe mode where it will not come off idle and may not come out of park. I've never run into
that myself but I have no reason to doubt these warnings from a very high-level trainer with
contacts at almost every world-wide manufacturer. This guy owns a business that only
diagnoses cars that all the other shops have given up on. Their customers ARE those other
shops, not the car owners directly. Their experiences are what they put in the classes they
teach around the nation. Even VW mechanics have told them, do not disconnect the battery.
You won't affect any other electronics on the car because the ignition switch is turned off. Even
though the memory circuits remain alive, the computers are off. That's why they don't set fault
codes when we unplug sensors and other things with just the ignition switch turned off and the
battery still connected. Those memory circuits don't care if they get a steady 12 volts DC from
the car battery, a steady 9 volts from a transistor battery, or a pulsing 15 volts from a battery
charger. No computer will operate properly with only the pulsing voltage from a battery charger
but with such a tiny current involved, it is real easy for the capacitors in the memory circuits to
smooth those pulses out. Part of their purpose is to overcome the momentary dropouts in
voltage caused by electromagnetic interference and the very troublesome voltage spikes
caused by GM's generators. With all those capacitors have to do, they laugh at a little ripple
from a battery charger. There are other things a memory saver can't keep up with. One that
comes to mind is the self-cleaning cycle on '80s Corvettes' mass air flow sensors 20 minutes
after turning off the ignition switch. Even if that were to take place, all it would do is overheat
and kill the nine volt battery, but it's doubtful anyone would even consider using a memory
saver since they hadn't thought of locking-up computers yet. I was pleasantly surprised to read
that someone disconnected the battery on their GM car and everything worked later when they
reconnected it. Still, I'm not going to tell anyone else that nothing will happen. We've never had
cars like this before or the special procedures. We never used to have computers that locked up
from just disconnecting the battery, and needed to be reprogrammed by the dealer. Reread the
very first sentence of this post. AlanSchlessman is one of very few people with the smarts to
ask first rather than suffer the heartbreak later. Where have you ever read in any owner's
manual before now a special warning about simply replacing the battery? Doc, sorry, did not
mean to contradict what you posted. The "Oh My God" do not disconnect the battery warning at
the start of your first reply must have rubbed me the wrong way. I appreciate the in-depth
follow-up and I understand where you are coming from that message was already explained in
your first post. But if someone wants to change their battery, they are going to do so. My
apologies again. But have also used nothing. More important than anything else. Why don't
people reply to posts when they get help from us? No apology necessary or expected. I get
wound up when manufacturers pull stunts like this. We all know car sales is a competitive
business but some put their customers' best interest first in hopes of building loyalty and
repeat sales later. Some are very short-sided and squeeze every last ounce of cash from owners
while they have the chance with no regard to earning a future car sale from them. Then they
have to advertise relentlessly and offer huge "incentives" to lure them in. I hear you about
people disappearing after we take the time to reply, but my grump is when they have an engine
performance problem and don't bother to list the size, or they don't take the time to provide
details about their complaint or the history leading up to it. Another one many don't understand
is the difference of the dozen symptoms all listed as "doesn't start", or my favorite one yet, The
entire post from top to bottom, start to finish was, Does anyone really expect a reply to that? We
might be getting lots of new posts, but we're not getting more questions worth researching and
answering. This one was one of the better ones and was worthy of our time. Electrical problem
Volkswagen Beetle Two Wheel Drive Automatic Cant figure out how to get my battery out of my
beetle it looks like there is a hose connected and a computer of some sorts Was this answer.
First disconnect the positive and negative cables. Then in the front bottom of the middle of the
battery you have bolt 13mm size. Unscrew it with long extension. Put the battery on a angle
toward the windshield and pull up. This will take you about 10 to 15 minutes. After you change
the battery you might have to put the code in your radio. Check your car manual for the code.
Please login or register to post a reply. I Have Heard When a battery goes bad it can expel acid
around the battery, battery box and cables. This acid is corrosive and you don't want to get it on
your clothes or skin. It's a Car Has A New Battery. Cannot Find A Drain. However, When
Hooking The Battery Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Purchasing for a business?
Apply for a free business account! Related Products for " Volkswagen Beetle L5 2. To promote
recycling, this is a refundable deposit on the purchase. Return the old battery core to receive
the refund. Help is just a phone call away! We strive to provide the best price available on

BatteriesPlus. Store pricing may vary from the price advertised on BatteriesPlus. All registered
trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Duracell is a registered trademark of
Duracell U. Operations, Inc. Skip to main content. Need help? Call Log In or Register. Your
Store. Select Your Store. Your Account. Login or Signup. Own a Store Business Accounts.
Refine Search. Brand Show Results. Duracell Ultra 2. Intimidator 1. Lead Acid Type Show
Results. Deep Cycle 1. Starting 3. List View Grid View. Vehicle Specific. Brand: Duracell Ultra.
Format: BCI Group Lead Acid Type: Starting. Cold Cranking Amps: Warning: Cancer and
Reproductive Harm - QTY Add to Cart. Vehicle Alternative. Capacity: 60AH. Brand: Intimidator.
Sign up to receive our emails. First Name. Last Name. Email Address. Let's Stay Connected.
Your Cart. Fits Beetle - 1. WAGON, ,. Select a Year:. From vin 1C To vin 1C Battery hold down.
Full Diagram. Diesel engine. Gas engine. Vin code a. Vin code S or t. Battery holder. View All
Diagrams. Related Products. Get connected with MDI. Ski and Snowboard Holder. Get your
Volkswagen. License plate frame - Slim with Logo - Black. Starting MSRP excludes taxes,
installation, shipping, and dealer charges. Dealer sets actual price. Contact dealer for limited
warranty, inventory level, and return policy details. Please select a dealer to view local pricing.
Gervais Volkswagen of
2013 dodge grand caravan repair manual
2001 nissan sentra fuel pump relay
tti terminal
Lowell. Shop Now. Distance: Seacoast Volkswagen. Minuteman Volkswagen. Enter your zip
code: View More Dealers. People Also Bought. Vehicle Battery. Front, Rear, Upper, Lower.
Battery Vent Tube Adapter. Battery Vent Tube Grommet. A protective. Email this product. Email
Address. About About VW. Legal Policies Internet Based-Ads. Links Dealer Login. Data
Agreement Unless otherwise indicated, all prices exclude applicable taxes and installation
costs. Although we endeavour to ensure that the information contained on the website is
accurate, as errors may occur from time to time, customers should verify any information in
question with a dealer. We are not responsible for any errors or omissions on this website.
Photos are for illustration purposes only. There may be some variances between the photos
shown and the actual product. Product appearance and specifications are subject to change
without notice. Some items may be unavailable for or incompatible with certain trim levels and
models.

